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The discovery of electricity and its subsequent development as a power source
for machines allowed for ef cient use of space. Moreover. the exibility it
created for placement of tooling enabled the later innovation of assembly lines.
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The Second Industrial Revolution, from c.1860 to WWI, saw the triumph
of mass production in industrial enterprises. This revolutionized the
methods for solving the human problem of how to produce the
necessities of life, but it also intensi ed the dichotomy between owners
of capital accumulations and an impoverished industrial proletariat.

From Diderot’s encyclopedia. The sunk costs are the cost of the premises, tools and
livelihood of the master, his or hers family, as well as live-in apprentices
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In the traditional workshop mode of production, most cost appears as sunk
costs, i.e. cost that are independent of sales. In an environment of industrial
mass production, many costs become variables; that is, dependent upon
sales quantities. Therefore, for management planners the cost-revenue
implications of marginal changes in production and sales quantities became
an important accounting tool for estimating optimal pro t conditions.

The Idea of Marginality

Leon Walras: Éléments d'économie
politique pure (1874)

Carl Menger: Grundsätze der
Volkswirtschaftslehre (1871)

William Stanley Jevons: The Theory
of Political Economy(1871)

From the new management techniques, marginality migrated to economics
around 1870, when three economists independently incorporated the idea
into economic theory. This event is considered the birth of neoclassical
economics. At the same time, adopting techniques borrowed from the
engineering sciences, a predilection for expressing economic principles in
calculus or other mathematical techniques rose to the forefront.

Perfect Competition and General Equilibrium

This cobweb of lines are meant to convince the reader of the simultaneous
existence of general equilibrium and its cousin, Pareto optimality.

Already Walras linked marginalism to the concept of general equilibrium.
However in order to work, it needed the assumptions of a number of perfect
conditions, such as perfect market competition and perfect information. In
particular, in needed the assumption of economic actors who infallibly are
rational actors; taken to mean always striving to optimizing self-interests.

The Paris Commune shook the capitalist establishment.
It was contemporary with the birth of neoclassical economics.

Despite their unrealism, the new theories were politically expedient since they
were an antidote to the alternative interpretations of the economy developed
by social critics and the rising worker’s movement.
Claiming the social disparities of capitalism were the consequences of
inexorable economic laws led to the defence that trying to change them would
only make things worse.

Chicago Board of Trade, the world’s largest commodity market. Information appears to be equally
accessible, but capturing it into value gains depends on social skills and knowledge about originating events.

Relying on the notion of perfect information, neoclassical economics has
never felt compelled to develop a realistic information theory.
The relatively recent theory of asymmetric information attempts to remedy
this defect, but it posits information asymmetries to mainly be cost related
and not structural. In other words, equality can potentially be established
through extra expenditures on information retrieval and analysis.

The alternative concept of information as social strings

Manhattan Federal Court, 2009. Bernhard Madoff is led into the court for sentencing
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An alternative information concept: information as social strings. Information
arise from social events or observation of phenomena in the nature. Thus it
has origins, from whence it ows through strings of the communication
networks that connect the social actors engaged in the economic elds.
Like poker bidding, information can from the start be manufactured and false
(think Enron, Madoff). Furthermore, when information strings pass through
social networks, the actors who propagate it forward will often hold it in an
exclusive position for some time, which opens up for new manipulative gains.
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Battle of Waterloo, 1815

London Stock Exchange

An example of the value of exclusive information relates to the Battle of
Waterloo. Nathan Rothschild was able to acquire the information about the
outcome of the battle, on which the fate of the British Empire was riding, one
day ahead of everyone else in the London stock market. Manipulating the
market with that information advantage earned him a fortune.
Modern digital technologies have not altered this fundamental fact, but only
narrowed dramatically the time differentials that can create value gains within
elds operating on the same category of information.
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All nancial gains and losses are dependent on information

The importance of pattern recognition

When chess and go masters play simultaneous games, they don’t calculate a
lot of variations but rely primarily on their abilities to quickly recognize
patterns that opponents normally don’t see or understand the meaning of.
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Another problem with neoclassical maximization hypothesis is its
assumption that if just the information access is equalized, people will react
in common and predictable ways, mandated by the economic laws.
However, all social events are framed by structures embedded in culture.
For neoclassical equilibrium to materialize, it is therefore not enough that
information access is equalized, the social skills that enable pattern
recognition and participation in the social elds must also be equalized.
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Assuming universal validity of neoclassical notions is an example of
intellectual imperialism. It ignores that cultural contexts produce
normalization of behaviour on a level higher than that where economic
behaviour is observed. This level, the study of common human conditions,
is the eld of anthropology, which thus serves as the meta-science for all
social sciences, including economics.

Blackfoot camp at St. Mary’s Lake, Montana

Economic events are always sequenced in time-space and are therefore
culturally path dependent. Marginal calculation was developed as a tool
for industrial planning and will be meaningless for the economy of, say, a
Blackfoot band, where the main economic activities aim at procuring and
distributing the necessities of life (both material and cultural), executed
within frameworks of mutual dependence.

The economics of reciprocating

Kula ring travel, Melanesia
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In cultural contexts where cooperative economic activities dominate, the
basis economic acts are neither barter nor money intermediated exchanges,
which create little social cohesion, but the gift exchange. The gift con rms
mutual dependency and respect embodied in the sequence: giving - receiving
- reciprocating.

Piegan Blackfoot family, early 1900s
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For any society, important goals are survival and sustainability. Such
goals are most successfully achieved if social groups work in
harmony and cooperation. Seen from this perspective, economic
patterns that lead to accumulation are disruptive since they foster
intra-group con icts, grounded in the hierarchical social orderings
that accumulations invariably lead to.

Potlach on the North-West Coast

In cooperative societies, accumulation is consequently to be avoided, and if it
anyway happens, the possessor is obliged to give the wealth away in potlachlike events, a pattern found in many cultures.
Current Western culture, based on capitalist accumulation that always
begets more accumulation, puts the spirit of unending competition above
anything else, but the cost has been progressively losing contact with the
basic human spirit of community, and ability to work in cooperative patterns.

Meaning of freedom is culturally dependent

Blackfoot social gathering

The meaning of freedom is therefore culturally dependent: There is a
Blackfoot saying: “We gather together of our own free will because the
Creator made us to be free and to live in harmony. “ This underscores a
crucial cultural difference: while the westerner sees the unlimited ability
to self-maximize as freedom, cooperative societies see self-maximizers as
socially disruptive and accumulation as the root of oppression. To them,
freedom springs from social harmony and cooperation.

Path- nders to a new social reality

American anthropologist David Graeber: ...if one
examines matters closely, one
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Our current society is predicated upon capitalist accumulation, but this has
created socio-political structures where the hierarchically imposed
imperative of protecting the accumulations have paralyzed society's ability
to attain more important social goals of sustainability, reasonable equality
and freedom springing from action patterns existing in cultural balances.
In order to break the capitalist circle of accumulation and class hierarchy,
we must go beyond the speci cs of the society in front of us and begin to
explore the commonalities that arise from the basic human condition.

